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Hudnall and Kelso students, with school principals

Dawnyell Goolsby and Brian Coffey, accept

certificates from the Inglewood City Council for

campus recycling initiatives

Eco-conscious IUSD elementary schools honored by Inglewood City

Council

Not long before the day ended at Kelso Elementary, several students rolled a black cart away from

one classroom and into another before heading toward the edge of the school yard. Their final stop: a

pair of big recycling bins that fill up quickly these days on the K-6 Inglewood Unified campus.

These students are members of the “Green Team” –

fourth-, fifth- and sixth-graders who volunteer

regularly to round up classroom recyclables that

would otherwise be headed for the trash. With the

help of a Manhattan Beach-based nonprofit group

and waste hauler Republic Services, the school this

year received three dozen blue bins to place in its

classrooms and a second large recycling container to

keep outdoors.

Kelso is one of four IUSD campuses selected to

receive a grant provided by Republic and

administered by the nonprofit Grades of Green. The

schools have committed to stepping up recycling

efforts, and as their trash bag counts dwindle it’s clear

the efforts are paying off.

The Inglewood City Council this week honored students at Kelso, Hudnall, Worthington and Payne

elementary schools for their recent success in implementing the new programs.

“I’m very proud of our staff and even more so our students who have embraced the Green Team

recycling program,” said Kelso Principal Brian Coffey, whose eco-conscious campus also boasts a

teaching garden that’s maintained by students and staff. “It helps us to connect the lessons learned in

the classroom to practical, real life application.”

Coffey said his school’s daily lunch waste is down from 20 bags to 13 bags, and daily classroom waste
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Coffey said his school’s daily lunch waste is down from 20 bags to 13 bags, and daily classroom waste

has dropped from nine bags to five. And Kelso has doubled the amount of material it recycles overall.

Meanwhile, Grades of Green reports that Payne has cut its daily lunch waste from 12 bags to eight or

fewer and trimmed its classroom waste from five bags to two. Worthington has proven that it can

reduce its daily lunch waste from 20 bags to seven, and cut its daily classroom waste (21 bags)

roughly in half.

Similarly, Hudnall has seen a 50 percent drop in the number of trash bags produced each day on

campus.

“I think that we’ve given students a heightened consciousness of being responsible for the

environment and reducing our carbon footprint as a school,” said Hudnall Principal Dawnyell Goolsby,

who implemented Grades of Green programs a couple years ago as the principal of IUSD’s Warren

Lane Elementary School.

Since launching the program at Hudnall, Goolsby has seen her students make big changes during

the lunch hour; they now recycle cardboard trays and milk cartons, significantly reducing the daily

trash load, she said.

Started several years ago as a parent-run volunteer group led by moms with children in Manhattan

Beach Unified schools, Grades of Green promotes a variety of environmental initiatives, including

trash-free lunch routines, campus composting, walk-to-school days and more. The group today

operates as a nonprofit whose message has spread to nearly 150,000 students in 33 states and five

countries.

Locally, Grades of Green estimates that more than 2,500 IUSD students have been impacted by the

program it’s rolled out with Republic Services. The funding provided to Kelso, Hudnall, Worthington

and Payne has paid not only for new recycling receptacles, but kick-off celebrations explaining the

program to students in the schools. In the fall, the environmental rapper Archie Hill performed at

assemblies.

Allie Bussjaeger, Grades of Green’s programs and outreach manager, said the forums stressed

recycling and more: “We really try to talk about reducing and reusing before you recycle,” she

explained.

The grant money has also helped her group conduct follow-up visits to the sites, she added.

At Kelso, the push to “be green” doesn’t only mean more recycling. Outside a cluster of classrooms

where students and staff tend to a garden that grows apples, celery, broccoli, cauliflower and more,

Coffey hopes to develop a composting site that could break down lunchtime food scraps.

But the principal sees Kelso’s initial effort to reduce waste as a strong start.

“It definitely makes an impact,” Coffey said. “And the fact that it’s been embraced openly by the
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